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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT.

This is an appeal from a final order of the United States

Board of Tax Appeals affirming the action of the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue in determining a deficiency

in petitioner's income and excess profits tax for the calen-

dar year 1921 in the amount of $45,293.85.

On July 18, 1927, in accordance with the provisions of

section 274 of the Revenue Act of 1926, the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue, respondent herein, notified the peti-

tioner that his investigation of the income tax return of

the petitioner for the year 1921 disclosed a deficiency in

income and excess profits tax in the amount of $45,293.85.

From this determination the petitioner duly filed its appeal

to the United States Board of Tax Appeals. Thereafter,



on May 22, 1930, the proceeding came to trial before the

Board, the Honorable Stephen J. McMahon, member, pre-

siding. On August 16, 1932, the Board promulgated its

findings of fact and opinion in said appeal and on August

17, 1932, the Board entered its final order of redetermina-

tion sustaining the Commissioner's determination. Said

opinion is reported in 26 B. T. A. 810.

Appeal from this order was duly taken by petitioner

to this court by petition for review filed November 15,

1932, pursuant to the provisions of Sections 1001-1003 of

the Revenue Act of 1926 as amended by Section 1101 of

the Revenue Act of 1932. Said appeal was entitled "Bel-

ridge Oil Company, a corporation, vs. Commissioner of

Internal Revenue", and was given Docket No. 7103. On
March 2, 1934, this court rendered its decision and re-

manded the case to the Board of Tax Appeals with in-

structions to make additional findings of fact. Belridge

Oil Co. V. Hclvering, 69 F. (2d) 432. On April 2, 1934,

this court issued its mandate to the Board of Tax Appeals

commanding it to conduct further proceedings in accord-

ance with the opinion and judgment of this court. [R.

case No. 8114, p. 3.] On September 30, 1935, the Board

of Tax Appeals promulgated its memorandum, supple-

mental findings of fact and opinion in this case in which

it made certain additional findings of fact and entered

its final order against sustaining the Commissioner's deter-

mination. [R. case No. 8114, p. 11.]

Appeal from this order is brought to this court by

petition for review filed October 28, 1935, pursuant to

the provisions of Sections 1001-1003 of the Revenue Act

of 1926 as amended by Section 1101 of the Revenue Act

of 1932 and Section 519 of the Revenue Act of 1934.



STATUTE INVOLVED.

Section 326(a) of the Revenue Act of 1921:

"Sec. 326(a). That as used in this title the term

'invested capital' for any year means

:

( 1 ) Actual cash bona fide paid in for stock or

shares

;

(2) Actual cash value of tangible property, other

than cash, bona fide paid in for stock or shares, at the

time of such payment, but in no case to exceed the

par value of the original stock or shares specifically

issued therefor, unless the actual cash value of such

tangible property at the time paid in is shown to the

satisfaction of the Commissioner to have been clearly

and substantially in excess of such par value in which

case such excess shall be treated as paid-in surplus:

STATEMENT OF FACTS.

Petitioner was organized in 1911, and on January 25,

1911, issued substantially all of its capital stock, 999,995

shares, to one W. J. Hole in exchange for an option to

purchase certain real property consisting of 30,845.96

acres in Kern County, California. In its income and

excess profits tax return for 1921, the petitioner in com-

puting its invested capital treated said option as having

an actual cash value on January 25. 1911, of $999,995.00,

the par value of the stock issued therefor, and under

authority of Section 326(a) of the Revenue Act of 1921

included said sum in its invested capital. The Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue determined that the actual

cash value of said option was $25,000.00, and reduced



petitioner's invested capital by the amount of $974,995.00

and assessed the deficiency here in controversy.

The facts surrounding the acquisition of said option by

W. J. Hole and the assignment of said option by him to

the petitioner in exchange for its capital stock were as

follows

:

In 1910 and prior thereto, one Emily B. Hopkins, now

deceased, owned 30,845.96 acres of land, in an unbroken

parcel located in Kern County, California, between Mc-

Kittrick and Lost Hills. [R. case No. 7103, p. 65.] Mrs.

Hopkins did not personally manage this property but lived

in New York and left the management to her agents,

C. A. Grove, the Stearns Rancho Co. and one WilHam

Hill. [R. case No. 7103, pp. 65-66.] In 1910 one W. J.

Hole, who had had considerable experience as a real estate

dealer in California and who had been resident agent for

the Stearns Rancho Co. [R. case No. 7103, p. 64], by

reason of his former association with Mrs. Hopkins and

her agents, was able to secure an option from her for the

purchase of said 30,845.96 acres of property for $20 per

acre. [R. case No. 7103, p. 66.] Hole desired this

option for the reason that he thought it valuable agricul-

tural land and that since it was located between oil pro-

ducing properties it might be valuable as oil property.

[R. case No. 7103, p. 67.] Hole, however, was not an

experienced oil man and, to his knowledge, the property

was virgin territory for oil purposes. [R. case No. 7103,

p. 67.]

During the year 1910, one William Van Slyke, w^io was

an experienced oil operator [R. case No. 7103, p. 76], had

occasion to go upon the Hopkins property.
|
R. case No.

7103, p. 77.
J

He noticed outcroppings upon the land
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which were similar to outcroppings upon proven oil land.

[R. case No. 7103, p. 77.] He later returned to the prop-

erty, dug a 14 foot hole and discovered oil sands which

he tested and which proved to be live oil sands. [R. case

No. 7103, p. 77.] He covered the hole with planks and

brush, so that it would not be discovered. [R. case No.

7103, p. 78. 1 Van Slyke informed one Max Whittier, now

deceased, of his discovery and was advised by Whittier

not to disclose the information to any one and that Whit-

tier would attemi)t to acquire some of the land. [R. case

No. 7103, p. 78.] ^^^hittier also visited the property with

Van Slyke. [R. case No. 7103, p. 78.]

About this time Hole approached Whittier, whom he

knew to be an experienced oil man, told him that he had

an option to purchase the Hopkins property and offered to

sell the property to Whittier for $33^ per acre and a

one-fifth interest in any company organized to take it

over. [R. case No. 7103, pp. 67 and 83.] Hole did not

tell W^hittier of the terms of his option [R. case No. 7103,

p. 69] and Whittier did not tell Hole of Van Slyke's dis-

coveries upon the property. [R. case No. 7103, p. 70.]

Whittier took Hole to interview one Burton E. Green, an

experienced and successful oil man and an associate of

Whittier. who had been informed of \^an Slyke's discov-

ery and who was familiar with the general territory. [R.

case No. 7103, pp. 67 and 83.] ^Vt this interview Whit-

tier and Green agreed to take the option if it could be

revamped to allow them to drill for oil before exercising"

the option. [R. case No. 7103, p. 83.]

Hole started negotiations to secure the new option and

in order to do so was forced to enlist the services of one

Benedict, a cousin of ]\Irs. Hopkins, and her agent.



William Hill. Hole paid Benedict $125,000 and Hill

$35,000 and one-fourth of Hole's stock in petitioner for

their services in securing the option. [R. case No. 7103,

p. 69. ] The option desired was finally secured on January

5, 1911, and it provided very favorable terms for the

drilling of the test wells before exercising the option and for

the sale of the property to Hole for $33y3 per acre. The

consideration paid to Mrs. Hopkins for the option was

$25,000 [Ex. 1, R. case No. 7103, p. 155], which $25,000

was furnished by Green. [R. case No. 7103, p. 100.]

It was the option of January 5, 1911, which W. J. Hole

assigned to petitioner in exchange for its capital stock.

[Ex. 3, R. case No. 7103, pp. 168-170.] Hole retained

one-fifth of the stock and immediately transferred the

balance to Whittier, Green, M. J. Connell and Frank

Buck, the latter two men having been taken into the deal.

[Ex. 4, R. case No. 7103, pp. 171-172.]

According to the "logs" of the first and second wells

begun on March 11 and March 18, 1911, respectively, and

completed on April 21, 1911, and April 7, 1911, respec-

tively, oil sand was first struck at between 445 and 480

feet and it produced 100 barrels of oil per day, 25.3 de-

grees Baume, thirty days after completion, and oil sand

was struck in the second well at between 350 and 360

feet and it produced 100 barrels per day, 26.5 degrees

Baume, thirty days after completion. [Exhibit 5, R. case

No. 7103, p. 172.]

In support of its contention that said option had an

actual cash value of $999,995 petitioner introduced evi-

dence of a sale of similar property in 1911 at $667^ per

acre. [R. case No. 7103, pp. 73, 75.] Petitioner also

called and qualified three expert witnesses who testified
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that in January, 1911, the land covered by said option had

a fair market value of from $2,700,000 to $3,100,000.

[R. case No. 7103, pp. 89, 127, 133.]

In its orig-inal decision, 26 B. T. A. 810, the Board of

Tax Appeals upheld the determination of the Commis-

sioner. The Board member who presided at the hearing

of the appeal dissented. Upon appeal to this court the

findings of the Board of Tax Appeals were found insuffi-

cient in that the Board failed to find the actual cash value

of the option. The case was remanded to the Board of

Tax Api^eals with instructions to find the actual value of

the option. In the opinion this court stated:

"If the sum of $160,000 and one-fourth of his stock

in the company was paid by Hole to secure an option

which was more favorable in its terms than the one

he then held, and if this option so secured by him

was turned over to the corporation, the fact that it

cost Hole $160,000 was an element to be considered

by the Board in arriving at its conclusion as to the

cost and as to fair cash value of the option."

69 F. (2d) 433.

After reconsideration of the case the Board of Tax

Appeals found that W. J. Hole paid $125,000 to the cousin

of Mrs. Hopkins, and $35,000 and one-fourth of his stock

in the petitioner to William Hill, agent of Mrs. Hopkins,

for their assistance in getting the desired changes in the

option. [R. case No. 8114, p. 13.] The Board of Tax

Appeals then found that the actual cash value of the option

on January 25, 1911, was $25,000 and again approved the

determination of the Commissioner.
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in this appeal petitioner contends:

1. That the finding of the Board of Tax Appeals is

not in accordance with the opinion and the mandate of this

court in that in determining the value of the option the

Board did not consider the $160,000 and one-fourth of his

stock which was paid by Hole in securing the changes in

the option.

2. That the finding of the Board of Tax Appeals that

the actual cash value of the option on January 25, 1911,

was $25,000 is erroneous and is not supported by substan-

tial evidence .

3. That the evidence in this case will sustain no other

conclusion than that the actual cash value of the option on

January 25, 1911, was $1,000,000.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED.

1. Whether the findings of the Board of Tax Appeals

are in accordance with the opinion and mandate of this

court.

2. Whether the findings of the Board of Tax Appeals

are supported by substantial evidence.

3. Whether the evidence in this case so conclusively

establishes that the actual cash value of the option on Jan-

uary 25, 1911, was $1,000,000 that no other conclusion

can be sustained.
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR.

1. The United States Board of Tax Api^eals erred in

making and entering its decision in tliis cause and in enter-

ing judgment in favor of Commissioner and against tax-

payer.

2. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred as

a matter of law and fact in deciding that the option which

taxpayer acquired on January 25, 1911, had only a value,

for invested capital purposes, of $25,000.

3. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred, as

matter of law. in disregarding the competent testimony of

qualified witnesses that the option which taxpayer ac-

quired on January 25, 1911, had an actual cash value of

at least $1,000,000 for invested capital purposes.

4. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred in

its conclusions of law and its application of the law to the

facts.

5. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred in

that the decision, opinion and order of the Board are

contrary to the evidence and are not supported by the

evidence.

6. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred in

redetermining a deficiency against this taxpayer for the

year 1921 amounting to $45,293.85.

7. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred in

that there is neither in the findings of fact by the Board

nor in the opinion by the Board, any findings of fact to
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sustain the Board's conclusions of law as set forth in the

Board's opinion and decision.

8. The United States Board of Tax Appeals erred in

that its conclusions of law stated in its opinion are con-

trary to and not in harmony with the Board's findings of

fact.

9. The Board of Tax Appeals erred by failing in its

findings of fact and opinion promulgated on September 30,

1935, to take into account and give proper eiYect to the

suggestions of the Court as to factors to be considered in

determining the actual cash value of the option.

10. The Board of Tax Appeals erred by holding and

deciding that the sum of $160,000 paid by W. J. Hole in

cash to secure the option from Mrs. Hopkins had no bear-

ing upon the value of the option.

1 1

.

The Board of Tax Appeals erred by holding and

deciding that the stock in the petitioner corporation trans-

ferred to William Hill for his services in securing the

option had no bearing upon the value of the option.

12. The Board of Tax Appeals erred by failing to find

the fair market value as of January 25, 1911, of the stock

in the petitioner corporation, transferred by Hole to Wil-

liam Hill, for his services in securing the option.

13. The Board of Tax Appeals erred by failing to hold

and decide that the \-alue of the option on January 25,

1911, was not less than $25,000; plus $160,000 in cash

paid by Hole to Benedict and Hill for services rendered
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in securing the option; plus one-fourth of the value of

Hole's stock in the petitioner corporation as of January

25, 1911, transferred to Hill for his services in securing

the option.

14. The Board of Tax Appeals erred in deciding that

the value of the option as of January 25, 1911, was only

$25,000, without taking into consideration the cash pay-

ment of $160,000 made by Hole and without taking into

consideration the value (^f his stock in petitioner corpora-

tion, transferred to Hill for services rendered.

15. The Board of Tax Appeals erred in failing to hold

and decide that the $160,000 paid by Hole and the fair

market value of his stock in the petitioner corporation,

transferred to secure the option were elements to be con-

sidered in arriving at the fair market value of the option.

16. The Board of Tax Appeals erred by misconstruing

the opinion of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit, filed on March 2, 1934, and by

misconstruing the mandate of said court, filed on April 2,

1934.

17. The Board of Tax Appeals erred in not redeter-

mining the deficiencies in favor of the petitioner and

against the Commissioner.
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ARGUMENT.

I.

The Findings of the Board of Tax Appeals Are Con-

trary to the Opinion and the Mandate of This

Court.

Upon the former appeal, this Honorable Court remanded

this case to the Board of Tax Appeals with directions to

specifically find the actual cash value of the option on

January 25, 1911, and commanded that such further pro-

ceedings be had in accordance with the opinion and judg-

ment of this court. Petitioner contends that the Board

misconstrued the opinion and the mandate of this court

and that its supplemental findings of fact in which it

finds the actual cash value of the option to be $25,000

are not in accordance with the opinion and the mandate

of this court but are directly contrary thereto. There can

be no doubt that the Board of Tax Appeals is bound to

follow the mandate of this court, and that the failure or

refusal of the Board to follow such mandate and conform

its findings and conclusions to the mandate and the opinion

of this court is reversible error.

Helvcring v. Kcndrick Coal & Dock Co., C. C. A. 8,

72 R (2d) 330;

In re Sanford Fork & Tool Co., 160 U. S. 247, 16

Sup. Ct. 291, 40 L. Ed. 414:

Rothschilds' Co. v. Marshall, C. C. A. 9, 51 F.(2d)

897;

Northern Mining & Trading Co. v. Alaska Gold

Recovery Co., C. C. A. 9, 25 F. (2d) 106:

H. P. Coffee Co. v. Rcid, Murdoch & Co., C. C. A.

8, 60 F. (2d) 387;

Great Northern Raihvay Co. v. General Raihvay

Signal Co., C. C. A. 8," 37 F. (2d) 457.
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Since the mandate of this court commanded the Board

to take further proceedings in accordance with the opinion

and judgment of this court [R. case No. 8114, p. 4], the

opinion of this court became as much a part of the man-

date as though it had been set out in full therein.

Gulf Refining Co. 7'. U. S., 269 U. S. 125, 70 L. Ed.

195.

Tn the opinion on the former appeal of this case, this

court made the following statement

:

"If the sum of $160,000 and one-fourth of his stock

in the company was paid by Hole to secure an option

which was more favorable in its terms than the one

he then held, and if this option so secured by him was

turned over to the corporation, the fact that it cost

Hole $160,000 was an element to be considered by

the Board in arriving at its conclusion as to the cost

and as to fair cash value of the option.

"All that we have said in this matter is for the

purix)se of emphasizing the fact that there is no direct

linding by the Board of Tax Appeals on the ultimate

fact involved in the determination of this appeal, and,

consequently, that the case must be returned to them

for such a tinding. We do not wish to be understood

as determining whether or not such payment of $160,-

000 was made nor the circumstances or agreements

under which it was made. That question is for the

Board. We leave to the Board the question of

whether or not it will re-examine the witnesses with

reference to this payment of $160,000 and the stock,

whether they will proceed to hear new or additional

evidence upon the question of value, or will determine

the value on the evidence already adduced before

them."
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In its reconsideration of the case the Board construed

the opinion and mandate of this court as merely ordering

it to re-examine the evidence and make a tinding of the

ultimate fact without direction as to what that determina-

tion should be. [R. case No. 8114, p. 12.] In its sup-

plemental findings the Board of Tax Appeals found that

W. J. Hole "paid $125,000 to Benedict, a nephew (cousin)

of Mrs. Hopkins, and $35,000 and one-fourth of his stock

in the company to William Hill, agent of Mrs. Hopkins,

for their assistance in getting the desired changes," and

that the actual cash value of the option on January 25,

1911, was $25,000. [R. case No. 8114, pp. 12, 13.] In its

supplemental findings the Board did not consider the pay-

ments made by Hole to Benedict and Hill in determining

the value of the option, and stated as its reasons for disre-

garding those payments that "Hole's expenditure repre-

sented a personal investment for his anticipated profit and

can not be considered additional cost of the new option

He ^ H^ "

Petitioner contends that the Board of Tax Appeals

misconstrued the mandate and the opinion of this court

and that its findings are contrary thereto. It is true that

this court in its former opinion did not direct the Board

of Tax Appeals as to what it should determine the actual

value of the option to be, but this court did state in its

opinion that if the payments referred to were made, they

should be considered by the Board in arriving at its con-

clusion as to the value of the option. It is clear from the

opinion of this court that it could not determine from the

former findings of fact of the Board whether the Board

intended to find that the payments referred to were actually

made or not. It is also clear that it was the opinion of
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this court that if said payments were made, they should

be considered in determining the value of the option. It

would seem that the proi>er interpretation of the opinion

and the mandate of this court is that, while this court

did not intend to direct the Board of Tax Appeals that it

find that said payments were made, that it did intend to

direct the Board that if it did find that said payments

were made it should then take said payments into consid-

eration in determining" the value of the option. If this

interpretation of the court's opinion and mandate is cor-

rect, then clearly the Board erred, for the Board did spe-

cifically find that said payments were made and it clearly

did not take the payments into consideration in determin-

ing" the value of the option.

There was no additional evidence received by the Board

after the case was remanded to it, and it had before it

the same record which had been examined by this court.

Having specifically found the facts which this court had

found lacking in the previous findings, the Board was

bound to follow the directions of this court. The Board

had no power to disregard the directions in the opinion

and the mandate, even though it may have felt that this

court was wrong.

Great Northern Raihvay Co. r. General Railway

Signal Co., C. C. A. 8," S7 F. (2d) 457.

It is submitted that the Board misconstrued the opinion

and the mandate of this court and erred in failing to give

consideration to the payments made by Hole to Benedict

and Hill in determining the value of the option.

Petitioner further submits that even if the Board's in-

terpretation of the opinion and the mandate of this court
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was correct, the Board having specifically found that the

payments were made by Hole to secure the necessary

changes in the option, it was error for the Board to dis-

regard said payments in determining the value of the

option. The facts show that Hole had an option to pur-

chase the land in question at $20.00 per acre. He offered

to sell to Green and Whittier for $33^^ per acre and a one-

fifth interest in the corporation organized to purchase it.

Green and Whittier informed him that they would accept

if he could have the option changed to grant the privilege

of drilling wells for a year before exercising the option.

Hole had considerable difficulty in getting the changes

desired, and found it necessary to contact Mrs. Hopkins

through her cousin, Benedict, and her agent. Hill. In

order to secure the assistance of these men. Hole paid

Benedict $125,000 and paid Hill $35,000 and one-fourth

of Hole's share of the stock of petitioner corporation.

The new option containing the desired changes was

granted to Hole, and in that new option agreement he

agreed to pay $25,000.00 to Mrs. Hopkins. The $25,000

was actually advanced by Green. It was this new option

which was transferred to the petitioner for its stock and

which the Board was called upon to value.

The Board bases its determination of the value of the

option entirely ui)on the $25,000 payment to Mrs. Hop-

kins and refuses to consider the other payments to Bene-

dict and Hill on the theory that said payments were per-

sonal expenditures of Hole made by him for the purpose

of realizing the profit which he expected to receive when

the option was exercised and the property was purchased

at $33^ per acre. The Board's reasoning and its dis-

tinction between the payment of the $25,000 and the pay-

ment of the other sums do not appear to be sound. If the
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option is to be valued on the basis of the amount actually

paid for it, it would seem that the entire amount which

was paid should necessarily be considered. It is not dis-

puted that the payments to Benedict and Hill were made,

or that they were necessarily expenditures made to secure

the new option. Of course the payments were made with

a view to anticipated profits, but the materiality of the

motive which prompted the payments is not apparent.

Suppose Hole had been able to deal directly with Mrs.

Hopkins and he had paid the additional $160,000 and the

stock to her. Certainly these payments would then be in-

distinguishable from the $25,000 and would be taken into

consideration in valuing the option. Yet it could still be

said that the payments were made with a view to the

profits that he hoped to realize when the option was exer-

cised. The new option was granted to Hole, not to Green

or his associates, and was assigned by Hole to petitioner

in exchange for stock. Tn order to secure this option

Hole paid $160,000 cash and one-fourth of his stock in

the new corporation, and in addition $25,000 was paid to

Mrs. Hopkins. Regardless of the motive which prompted

the payments, and regardless of who actually ad\'anced the

money, the fact still remains that the sum which was

actually paid for the option was $185,000 and one-fourth

of Hole's share of the stock of petitioner corporation. If

the value of the option is to be determined upon the basis

of the amount actually paid for it, the entire sum paid

should be considered and not merely a portion of the

amount paid.

The Board's decision seems to show that the Board was

confused in its consideration of the importance of the

$160,000 payment. The Board seems to feel that the fact

that the payment of $160,000 was not a cash expenditure
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by the petitioner, and therefore not a cash cost to the peti-

tioner, was conclusive in support of its conclusion that the

$160,000 payment could be disregarded. The Board

seemed to overlook the point that the cash payment for

the option represents an element to be considered in de-

termining" the value of the option, regardless of who made

the payment. The issue in this proceeding is not the cash

cost of the option to the petitioner, but rather the cash

value of the option at the time of its acquisition by the

petitioner. The Board in its opinion states:

'The only cash outlay by Green and his associates

on the option was $25,000. Hole's payments were in

effect additional cost of his original option made to

enable him to make the profit of $13^/3 per acre if

the revised option were exercised. Although the revi-

sion took the form of a new option. Hole's expendi-

tures represented a personal investment for his anti-

cipated profit and can not be considered additional

cost of the new option, for they were not made by the

parties to whom the option was to be assigned nor in

anticipation of profits based on the payment of $33^
per acre if the aption were exercised."

The Board gives no reason for failing to consider the

payment from the viewpoint of whether that payment is

any indication of the cash valwc of the option.

Petitioner submits that the Board erred in refusing to

consider the entire sum paid for the option in determining

its value; that the value of the option determined by the

Board is clearly erroneous and contrary to the evidence

of record, and is not in accordance with the mandate of

this court, and should be set aside and the case remanded

to the Board.
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II.

The Findings of the Board of Tax Appeals Are Not
Supported by Substantial Evidence.

In the former appeal of this case petitioner contended

that the findings of the Board were not supported by sub-

stantial evidence but were, in fact, contrary to the evi-

dence. In that appeal petitioner assumed that the Board

had found the value of the option to be $25,000. As this

court determined on the former appeal that the Board had

not found the value of the option and remanded the case

to the Board to make a specific finding of value, this court

did not pass upon petitioner's contentions. The Board has

now specifically found that the value of the option was

$25,000. Petitioner still feels that the finding of the

Board is not supported by substantial evidence, and is in

fact contrary to the evidence, and again urges that this

court consider its contentions in this regard.

(a) Whether the Findings of Fact and Opinion of

THE Board of Tax Appeals Are Supported by

Substantial Evidence Is a Question of Law Re-

viewable BY THE Appellate Court.

While the rule is well established that Circuit Courts of

Appeals have jurisdiction to review decisions of the Board

of Tax Appeals only as to questions of law and that the

courts will not review the record to determine whether the

findings of the Board are supported by the weight of the

evidence, it is equally well established that whether the

findings of fact of the Board of Tax Appeals are sup-

ported by substantial evidence is a question of law and a

proper question for review by the Circuit Court of Ap-
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peals. In a recent decision, the United States Supreme

Court made the following statement in this regard:

"The function of the court is to decide whether the

correct rule of law was applied to the facts; and

whether there was substantial evidence before the

Board to support the findings made." Helvering v.

Rankin, 295 U. S. 123, 131; 72> L. Ed. 1343, 1349;

55 Sup. Ct. 732.

It is also held that when the findings of fact and deci-

sion of the Board are not supported by substantial evi-

dence, the decision must be reversed and set aside.

Buena Vista Land and Development Co. v. Lucas

(CCA 9), 41 Fed. (2d) 131;

Citrus Soap Company of California v. Lucas

(CCA 9), 42 F. (2d) 372;

Royal Packing Company v. Commissioner (CCA

9), 22 F. (2d) 536;

Toledo Grain & Milling Co. v. Commissioner (CCA

6), 62 F. (2d) 171;

Kendrick v. Coal & Dock Company (CCA 8), 72

F. (2d) 330;

Nachod & U. S. Signal Co. v. Helvering (CCA 6),

74 F. (2d) 164;

Planters Operating Company z'. Commissioner

(CCA 8), 55 F. (2d) 583;

Boggs and Buhl v. Commissioner (CCA 3), 34 F.

(2d) 859;
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Chicago Railway Equipment Co. v. Blair (CCA
7), 20 F. (2d) 10;

Washburn v. Commissioner (CCA 8), 51 F. (2d)

949;

Dempster etc. Company v. Burnet (Ct. App.

D.C), 46 F. (2d) 604;

Conrad and Company v. Commissioner (CCA 1),

50 F. (2d) 576;

Pittsburgh Hotels Company v. Commissioner

(CCA 3), 43 F. (2d) 345."

(b) Findings of Fact of the Board Are Not En-

titled TO AS ]\IucH Weight When the Board

Member Who Heard the Testimony Dissents.

Before considering the question of whether there is

substantial evidence in the case at bar to support the find-

ings of the Board, it should be noted that the Member of

the Board of Tax Appeals who presided at the hearing of

this case and who was the only member of the Board who

saw the witnesses and heard tlie testimony, wrote a vigor-

ous dissenting opinion in which he disagreed quite

pointedly with the conclusions of the majority. He

prefaced his opinion with the following statement

:

"Since I presided at the hearing in this proceeding

and had an opportunity to see the witnesses upon the

witness stand, all of whom were called by the Peti-

tioner, and observe the candor, earnestness, sincerity

and intelligence with which they testified, I feel that

I would be derelict in my duty if I did not make

known my views fully." [R. case No. 7103, p. i^.]
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The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit

had presented to it a similar situation in the case of

Jewett and Company v. Commissioner, 61 F. (2d) 471,

and that court had the following to say where the dissent-

ing member heard the testimony

:

*'It was of course possible for the Board to dis-

credit the witness altogether. He was highly in-

terested, and might well stretch the facts in his favor,

especially upon a matter of opinion. Uncasville Mfg.

Co. V. Com'r., 55 Fed. (2d) 893, 897 (CCA. 2).

But this was scarcely such; the patterns were used,

or they were not; and the witness knew the facts.

Even so, had the Board discredited him, we might

accept it, since one member at least is always present

when the testimony is taken. In the case at bar it

was this member, however, who dissented, so that the

decision cannot rest upon the appearance of the wit-

ness. But neither the findings nor the opinion sug-

gest that the witness was discredited, and we have as

nmch before us as those members who decided the

case. Upon the cold record it seems to us that the

evidence is uncontradicted that all the patterns were

in some use during the years in question. The Com-

missioner's ruling was certainly wrong; and whether

the use was little or not, the depreciation charge

should be fixed upon a base calculated upon the whole

cost or value. If so, there was no deficiency."
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As the question presented here is one of fact and the

member who heard the testimony not only dissented but

filed a dissenting opinion, it is submitted that the decision

and finding of the member who wrote the opinion is not

entitled to as nmch weight as would be true under con-

trary circumstances. In fact it is most extraordinary

that the member who heard the testimony should not pre-

vail with respect to the decision rendered.

(c) Fallacies in the Findings and Opinion of the

Board of Tax Appeals.

As pointed out by this court in its previous opinion, the

ultimate question presented to the Board was the determi-

nation of the actual cash value of the option on January

25, 1911. In its supplemental findings of fact the Board

found the value of the option to be $25,000. It is this

finding which petitioner contends is not supported by sub-

stantial evidence. In order to determine whether there is

substantial evidence in the record to support this finding

of the Board, it is necessary to examine the record.

Since the findings of fact and conclusions of the Board

were based entirely upon the record and since they vary

quite widely from the conclusions of the dissenting mem-

ber as well as from the testimony of record, the following

analysis of the findings of fact and opinion of the Board

is here presented with corresponding marginal references

to the record and to the dissenting opinion of the member

who heard the testimony.
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Note: Except where otherwise designated the refer-

ences to the record in this section refer to the transcript in

case No. 7103.

Findings of Fact and

Opinion of Board of

Tax Appeals.

1. The transaction be-

tween Hole and Mrs.

Hopkins was an arm's

length transaction. [R.

28.] Mrs. Hopkins' rep-

resentatives took proper

precautions to protect her

interests. [R. p. 29.]

[R. Case No. 8114, p.

14.]

2. a—Associated Oil

Company's property was

more favorably situated

than the Belridge prop-

erty. [R. 29-30.]

Transcript of Record and

Dissenting Opinion

1. Record—Hole secured

option through one Benedict,

a cousin of Mrs. Hopkins, to

whom he paid $125,000 and

one Hill, an agent of Mrs.

Hopkins to whom he paid

$35,000 cash and one-fourth

of Hole's stock in petitioner.

[R. 69.] Hole had a business

relationship with Mrs. Hop-

kins which made it possible

for him to receive preferential

treatment. [R. 66.]

Dissenting Opinion—T h e

parties did not have equal

knowledge of the facts. Mrs.

Hopkins' representatives were

not acting for her best in-

terests. The transaction was

not an arm's length trans-

action. [R. 41-43.]

2. a

—

Record — Witness

Johnson testified that Associ-

ated Oil Company's property

was less valuable for oil than

the Belridge property. [R.

129-130.] Petitioner's Exhibit

6 [R. 172] shows that Bel-
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b—N o evidence o f

state of development of

Associated property at

time of purchase.

ridge property was more fa-

vorably located as to produc-

ing areas and anticlines.

Dissenting Opinion—Asso-

ciated property not as valu-

able or as favorably located

for oil as Belridge property.

[R. 45.]

b

—

Record—Witness John-

son testified that the closest

oil production to Belridge

property in 1911 was in Tem-

blor Range Field, five miles

south and Lost Hills, five

miles north. [R. 115.] Asso-

ciated property described in

Petitioner's Exhibit 2 [R.

156] when located on Peti-

tioner's Exhibit 6 [R. 172] is

shown to be in the area in

which there was no oil pro-

duction.

Dissenting Opinion—"The

maps, Petitioner's Exhibit 6,

demonstrate that none of that

property (Associated) was

developed as oil land previous

to 1911 and that previous to

1911 there were no indications

of oil or gas upon that land.

[R. 45.]
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3. Whittier's offer of

$500,000 for Connell's

one-fifth of capital stock

of petitioner was not a

definite offer. [R. 30.]

4. Green's valuation

based only upon hearsay

knowledge of other sales

and what he thought

other companies would

have paid had they pos-

sessed the information

which he had. [R. 31.]

3. Record—Connell testi-

fied that Whittier made a defi-

nite offer of $500,000 for his

interest in the stock of peti-

tioner and such offer was

made before development for

oil on the Belridge property.

[R. 105.]

Green testified that Whittier

offered Connell $500,000 for

his interest. [R. ^.]

4. Record—Green had ex-

tensive experience in purchas-

ing oil property both for him-

self and corporations. [R.

79-81.] He was familiar with

property in question and sur-

rounding properties. [R. 82.]

He examined the property in

1911. [R. 82.] His valuation

was based upon his experience,

his knowledge of oil proper-

ties and what was paid for

them, his knowledge of the

property in question and what

he would have been willing

to pay at that time—opinion

not based purely on hearsay.

[R. 102.]

Dissenting Opinion—Wit-

ness Green was intelligent,

candid and well qualified. [R.

38-46 and 50.]
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5. a—Johnson visited

property two weeks be-

fore hearing to quaUfy

himself as witness. [R.

31 and 34.]

b—Johnson's valuation

was based upon his edu-

cation and experience as

geologist.

5. 2i—Record— In 190 7

and 1908 Johnson surveyed

this general vicinity for the

United States Government

and made report of this land

as oil bearing property. [R.

114.] He was acquainted

with Belridge property in

1910 and 1911. [R. 114.]

Dissenting p i n i o n—In

1911, Johnson was informed

as to condition of property.

[R. 47.]

b

—

Record—In addition to

being a geologist and being

familiar with the property in

question, Johnson was in 1910

and 1911 actively engaged in

the business of advising per-

sons in regard to the purchase

of oil properties. [R. 122.]

Persons bought and sold prop-

erty based upon the opinion of

Johnson. [R. 122.] His opin-

ion was based upon his experi-

ence in dealing with oil prop-

erties as well as his education

and experience as a geologist.

[R. 128.]

Dissenting Opinion—John-

son was well qualified. [R.

47-48 and 49.]
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6. Orcutt visited

property a week before

hearing and based testi-

mony on structure of

land and his scientific

education and experience.

[R. 32 and 34.]

7. Record before

Board upon which deci-

sion was made in 11 B.

T. A. 127 was the same

in all essential respects as

record in case at bar.

[R. 28.]

6. Record—O r c u 1 1 has

been in oil business since

1897. [R. 131.] In 1910 and

1911 he advised Union Oil

Co. with respect to its pur-

chases and leases. [R. 132.]

In 1910 and 1911 he was

familiar with property around

Belridge property. [R. 132.]

Orcutt inspected Belridge

property shortly before trial

to confirm facts and condi-

tions known to him in 1911.

[R. 132.]

Dissenting Opinion—Orcutt

well qualified. [R. 48-49.]

7. Record and Dissenting

Opinion—Member who wrote

opinion in case at bar agrees

that the decision in 11 B. T.

A. 127 is not res adjudicata

of the case at bar. [R. 26.]

In the Dissenting Opinion at

R. 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 it is con-

clusively shown that addition-

al and important evidence was

adduced which was not in

evidence when the decision

was reached in 11 B. T. A.

127.
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8. Witness for peti-

tioner testified to theoret-

ical value, given twenty

years after transaction

and based upon, geologi-

cal observations. [R. 34,

36.]

8. Record—Witness John-

son did not base estimate on a

theoretical basis but upon

knowledge had in 1911 of con-

ditions and sales of property.

[R. 127.] Witness Orcutt did

not give estimate on theoreti-

cal basis but upon knowledge

had in 1911 of actual condi-

tions. [R. 134.] Both John-

son and Orcutt gave estimates

using their geological training

as well as actual experience in

advising with respect to sales.

[R. 128 and 134.]

Both Johnson and Orcutt

closed their minds in giving

estimates of value and devel-

opments subsequent to 1911.

[R. 128 and 134.] W^itness

Green thoroughly familiar

with property in 1911 and

opinion based upon extensive

trading and experience in

buying and selling oil proper-

ties. [R. 102.] Green deter-

mined value of property at

$100 per acre prior to the time

the corporation secured the

option in 1911. [R. 92.]
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Dissenting Opinion—T h e

Dissenting Opinion refutes

statements that opinions were

based upon theoretical esti-

mates and primarily on geo-

logical training.

See Dissenting Opinion as

to Johnson [R. 47] ; Orcutt

[R. 48]; and Green [R. 46].

It is submitted that pursuant to the above marginal

analysis the Board erroneously interpreted the record and

the testimony in many vital respects. The opinion differs

widely in its findings and conclusions from the findings

and conclusion as made by the member who heard the

testimony and who filed a dissenting opinion. It is sub-

mitted that the findings and conclusions of fact of the

member who presided at the hearing and who heard the

testimony are entitled to much greater weight than the

conclusions of a member who reviewed the record and

prepared the opinion and had no opportunity to observe

the witnesses at the trial of the case. It is at once apparent

from the opinion of the Board that scant credibility was

given to the testimony of the witnesses and this despite

the fact that each of the witnesses was familiar with the

property in the year 1911 and was well qualified in all

respects to express an opinion as to the value of the prop-

erty in question. The qualifications, intelligence and in-

tegrity of the witness was unchallenged at the trial of

this cause. Their testimony was logical and their opinions

are supported by reason and stand uncontradicted. There

was practically no cross-examination of witnesses for

petitioner and the cross-examination that did occur did
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not weaken in any important particular the testimony as

given. In addition thereto, no evidence whatsoever was

offered on behalf of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue

at the trial of this case. Such being the facts, it is re-

spectfully submitted that the Board erred in disregarding

the testimony of the witnesses as adduced.

See:

Royal Packing Co. v. Commissioner, 22 Fed. (2d)

536;

Buena Vista Land & Development Co. v. Lucas,

41 Fed. (2d) 131;

Citrus Soap Co. v. Lucas, 42 Fed. (2d) 372;

Planters Operating Co. v. Commissioner, 55 Fed.

(2d) 523;

Pittsburgh Hotels Company v. Commissioner, 43

(Fed.) (2d) 345;

Bonixjit, Teller and Company z'. Commissioner (C.

C. A. 2), 53 Fed. (2d) 381;

Nachod & U. S. Signal Co. v. Helvering (CCA 6),

74 F. (2d) 164.

(d) The Board Determined Value by An Erroneous

Method.

The Board in rendering its decision has apparently dis-

regarded all evidence presented and rests its decision

entirely upon the fact that Mrs. Emily Hopkins granted

an option to one Hole for the sum of $25,000.00. The

Board seemed to be of the opinion that since here was

evidently a cash consideration for the option, no other

evidence of value could be authoritatively considered re-

gardless of the fact that the particular consideration may
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not have represented a fair sale or an arm's length trans-

action or that the property as to which the option was

given had a much greater value when the same was

secured by the corporation and it exchanged its capital

stock for the same.

The vital question is of course the value of the option

at the date the corporation issued its shares of stock for

the same. It is a well established fact that values for

prospective oil lands may violently fluctuate over night.

The organizers of the petitioner corporation were in full

possession of information which demonstrated the option

to be of very great value and largely in excess of the price

called for in the option agreement of January 5, 1911.

Regardless of what price may have been paid Mrs. Hop-

kins, the same is not an absolute criterion of value in the

hands of the corporation. And it is submitted it was

error to disregard all of the surrounding and attendant

circumstances and determine a value only in the amount

called for in the option agreement of January 5, 1911. The

value of the option would undoubtedly be admitted had

the corporation issued its stock for it during March, 1911

when drilling for oil was under way. The fact that only

a month or so before, to-wit, on January 25, 1911, the

stock was issued for the option, should not change the

fact that it is susceptible of proof that the value was in-

herent in the option and that the corporation was justi-

fied in authorizing the issuance of $999,995.00 of its capi-

tal stock for the option.

It must be borne in mind that there is in the instant

case no question of an attempt to evade a higher tax

because all of the transactions here in question happened

long before the incidence of the Sixteenth Amendment to
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the Constitution which permitted the imposition of an

income tax and the good faith of the entire transaction

is questioned by no one. It cannot be supposed that the

stockholders in organizing this corporation in 1911 had

even the remotest idea that the issuance of capital stock

would become important in the computation of invested

capital with respect to the year 1921. The state of Cali-

fornia sanctioned the issuance of capital stock for the op-

tion and the presumption is that the petitioner corporation

acted lawfully instead of unlawfully in the issuance of its

stock and that the option possessed a value equal to the

value of the stock issued therefor. Cf. Siou.v City Stock

Yards Co. v. Commissioner, 59 Fed. (2d) 944, and Rook-

zvood Pottery Co. r. Commissioner, 45 Fed. (2d) 43.

It is true that the Board did decide that the option

price obtained by Mrs. Hopkins from Hole was a fair

one and that it was an arm's length transaction. But as

convincingly set forth in the dissenting opinion [R. case

No. 7103, pp. 41-43 J, such conclusion is contrary to the

evidence. The evidence is clear that Mrs. Hopkins did

not personally manage her property; that she lived in New
York [R. case No. 7103, p. 66] and left the management

of her property entirely to her agents, including one

William Hill. [R. case No. 7103, p. 65.] It is further clear

that \\\ J. Hole who secured the option from Mrs. Hop-

kins was not experienced with respect to oil property and

that when he obtained the option, he was not aware of the

definitely favorable discoveries of oil sands that had been

made on the property of ]\Irs. Hopkins by one \'an Slyke.

[R. case No. 7103, pp. 70, Si.] It is fair to conclude

from the record that neither Mrs. Hopkins nor her agents

had knowledge with respect to the oil producing possibili-

ties of the land in question and the dissenting opinion
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points out that the clear inference is that they had no such

knowledge. [R. case No. 7103, p. 41.] The record is

singularly clear on the other hand that Whittier and Green

who furnished the money for securing the option were ex-

perienced oil men and had verified the discoveries of Van

Slyke and reached definite and concrete conclusions as to

the value of the land in question. Thus it cannot be said

that all parties to the transaction were in possession of

equal knowledge either as to property or values.

Further, the negotiations with Mrs. Hopkins were car-

ried on through W. J. Hole. [R. case No. 7103, p. 69.]

Hole, by reason of business relations with Mrs. Hopkins,

was in a position to obtain peculiarly favorable terms with

respect to the option. [R. case No. 7103, pp. 65 and 66.]

The securing of the option was not an arm's length tran-

action as the evidence shows that the same was secured

through the services of one Benedict, a cousin of Mrs.

Hopkins, and that Benedict was paid by Hole the sum of

$125,000.00, for his services in securing the option from

Mrs. Hopkins for Hole. [R. case No. 8114, p. 12.] Fur-

ther, William Hill, who was the agent of Mrs. Hopkins

in California, was paid the sum of $35,000.00 in cash by

Hole, and Hole further agreed to give to Hill one-fourth

of the shares of stock of the petitioner which Hole was to

receive, both considerations being for the services which

Hill rendered to Hole. We thus have an out of pocket

expense by Hole to Benedict and Hill of the sum of

$160,000.00, and the agreement to give Hill one-fourth

of the stock which Hole was to receive. In view of these

facts, it seems readily apparent that the same was not a

"fair sale" and was not an "arm's length" transaction,

and the presumption of the Board to the contrary is not

supported by the evidence.
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It is true that the price paid for property, if the same

be representative of a fair sale, is convincing evidence

as to the value of the property, but such sale must be a

fair one and not open to the attacks that obtain in the

case at bar.

See:

Walter V. Duffy (C. C. A. 3), 287 Fed. 41;

Phillips V. United States, 12 Fed. (2d) 598;

Heiner v. Crosby (C. C. A. 3), 24 Fed. (2d) 191.

Furthermore, even if the opinion of the Board be taken

at its full value, it nevertheless erred in disregarding all

the evidence and basing its determination solely upon the

sale, for such a sale can never be made the sole basis for

the determination of the value of property exclusive of

other and more convincing circumstances and facts.

See:

North American Telegraph Co. v. Northern Pa-

cific Railway Co., (C. C A. 8), 254 Fed. 417;

Walls V. Commissioner (C. C. A.IO), 60 Fed. (2d)

347.

It is respectfully submitted that under the circumstances

shown by the record the $25,000 payment to Mrs. Hopkins

cannot be held to establish the actual cash value of the

option, and that fact alone cannot be considered as substan-

tial evidence to support the finding of the Board. Since

the $25,000 payment is the only evidence in the record

upon which the Board's finding was or could be based, it

must follow that the Board's finding as to the value of

the option is not supported by substantial evidence and

should be set aside.
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III.

The Evidence in This Case So Conclusively Establishes

That the Actual Cash Value of the Option on

January 25, 1911 Was $1,000,000 That No Other

Conclusion Can Be Sustained.

Not only is the Board's finding not supported by sub-

stantial evidence, but the evidence so conclusively shows

that the actual cash value of the option on January 25,

1911, was at least $1,000,000 that no other finding can be

sustained. In support of this contention the petitioner sub-

mits the following review and summary of the testimony

and evidence appearing in the record which supports the

value contended for by petitioner.

(a) Summary of Expert Testimony.^

Petitioner presented three expert witnesses to testify

with respect to values, all of whom were successful and

responsible business men of Southern California, and each

of whom had had a long and varied experience with respect

to oil properties and the dealing in oil properties, both

from the standpoint of purchase and sale, during the year

1911 and were familiar with values of oil property and

prospective oil properties in the year 1911 and were ac-

cordingly qualified to express an opinion as to the value

of the option here in question in the year 1911. These

three expert witnesses did not give retrospective appraisals

based upon information, training or experience which they

had acquired since 1911, but were fully qualified in 1911,

had the case arisen in that year, to give the identical testi-

mony which they did give when this case was called for

trial.

1. No/c.—The references to the record in this section refer to the

transcript in case No. 7108.
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The Witness Burton E. Green.

Burton E. Green has been continuously and actively

engaged in the oil business and in the purchase of oil

properties in Southern California since 1895. [R. 70.]

He purchased and developed many oil properties in South-

ern and Central California, both individually and on behalf

of corporations with which he was actively identified, in

and around the year 1911. [R. 79, 81.] He organized

several oil companies, including the Associated Oil Com-

pany and had been on the Executive Committee of the

Associated Oil Company. [R. 80.] While with the As-

sociated Oil Company he had initiated and approved sales

of oil lands. He was familiar with the development of

oil property in the vicinity of the Hopkins property and

had developed part of the McKittrick field during and

prior to the year 1911. [R. 82.] In 1910 he was familiar

with the property owned by Mrs. Hopkins. [R. 82.]

He was informed of the discoveries made on the Hopkins

property by Van Slyke and went upon the property and

saw the oil croppings and the trench which had been dug

on the Hopkins property by Van Slyke in the year 1910.

[R. 82.] Witness Green testified that the fair cash value

of the property as of January 25, 1911 was $100.00 per

acre [R. 87], or approximately $3,100,000.00 for the

property. [R. 89.] This value w^as determined by the

witness Green upon the basis of his experience, his knowl-

edge of oil properties and prospective oil properties and

what he had paid for them, what other corporations and

individuals had paid for them, and his knowledge of the

particular property in question. [R. 102.]
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On the cross-examination of the witness Green, counsel

for the Commissioner asked and received the following

replies

:

"Q. At what time did you reach the conclusion in

your mind that the land was worth $100.00 per acre?

A. Well, before we actually secured it.

Q. Well, what do you mean by saying you se-

cured it? A. When we had the option signed up."

[R. 92.]

Thus the opinion as to value expressed by the witness

Green was one determined by him in 1911 and before the

corporation secured the option in question.

The witness Green further testified that in 1911 he

would have paid as high as $100.00 per acre for the Hop-

kins property if it had been necessary for him and his

associates to do so in order to secure the same. [R. S7.]

The Board member passes over the testimony of Green

with the statement, by inference at least, that it should

be discounted because he was an interested party [R. 34.]

There is nothing in the record to indicate that the wit-

ness Green's testimony or opinion was in any way affected

by his interest in petitioner, and the presumption is that

his testimony was not colored by his interest in petitioner,

especially when the member who heard the case found

that the witness was both candid and sincere. [R. 38.]

If the witness Green, which we submit he was, is qualified

from training, experience and knowledge to express an

opinion as an expert, no disqualification rests upon his

testimony by reason of the fact that he was associated

or connected with the petitioner. The mere fact that

the witness Green might be an interested party does not

disqualify him nor justify the Board in disregarding his

testimony.

Dempster Mill MamifacUiring Company v. Burnet,

46 Fed. (2d) 604.
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The Witness Harry R. Johnson.

Harry R. Johnson is and was during the year 1911 a

consulting: petroleum geologist. His academic training

was obtained at Stanford University and he received a

degree from that University. [R. 113.] Both before and

after his graduation from Stanford University the wit-

ness Johnson was employed by the United States Govern-

ment in connection with geological surveys of mineral

properties and was so engaged prior to the year 1911.

[R. 113. J He made several geological surveys of oil

properties in Central and Southern California during the

years 1907 and 1908 and submitted a survey, and pre-

pared a map, as well as, a report of the area in which

the Hopkins property was located. This report was pub-

lished prior to 1911 by the United States Government and,

is an official publication of the latter. [R. 114.] The

witness Johnson was familiar with the Hopkins property

in 1910 and 1911. [R. 114.] The witness Johnson,

after his resignation from the service of the United States

Government in the year 1909, became actively engaged,

and has been continuously since that time, engaged in the

business of advising prospective purchasers of oil lands as

to the value thereof and this was his profession and

occupation during the year 1911. [R. 122.] Prior to the

hearing of this case by the Board of Tax Appeals, the

witness again went on the property with one \^an Slyke

and verified the discoveries which Van Slyke stated that

he made in 1910 and 1911. [R. 123.] The witness John-

son did not, as might be inferred from the opinion of the

Board member, for the first time see the Hopkins or Bel-

ridge property a few weeks before the trial, but he did

go upon the property a few weeks before the trial to

confirm facts known to him during the years 1910 and
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1911. The witness Johnson on the basis of his scientific

education and experience and based upon his experience

as an advisor to purchasers of oil lands, his intimate

knowledge of the territory and of the values therein and

of the discovery of Van Slyke testified that the Hopkins

property on January 25, 1911 had a fair market or actual

cash value of $2,900,000.00. [R. 127.] In making such

an estimate of value, using both his practical and scientific

training and experience, the witness Johnson eliminated

from his mind entirely the developments of the Belridge

property subsequent to 1911. [R. 129.] The witness

Johnson further testified that in 1911 he would have

recommended to a purchaser that $2,900,000.00 be paid

in cash for the property. The witness Johnson further

testified from a geological standpoint as well as from

the standpoint of a practical oil operator and as a practical

purchaser of prospective oil land, the judgment and con-

clusion which Burton E. Green and Whittier came to as

to the value of this property was more than justified. The

member of the Board [R. 30] seeks to discount the value

of the testimony of the witness Johnson on two grounds

—first, that he visited the property only a short time be-

fore the trial of the case, and secondly, that his estimate

of value was based entirely upon his geological educa-

tion and observation and was purely theoretical in char-

acter.

The record entirely fails to support either of said con-

clusions. The record conclusively shows that Johnson was

thoroughly familiar with the Belridge property in the

year 1911 as well as property adjacent thereto and that
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he visited the property a short time before the trial of this

case to refresh his memory as to the facts and conditions

known to him to have existed in the year 1911. The

record further refutes the conclusion that the witness

based his estimate of value entirely upon his geological

training and experience and that it was theoretical in

character. It is true that the witness Johnson was a

geologist in the year 1911, a competent one, and that he

used such training in determining his value, but it is fur-

thermore true and most important to observe that the wit-

ness Johnson in the year 1911 and since that date has been

engaged in the business of advising prospective oil pur-

chasers as to lands and he testified [R. 122], that numerous

sales were made as well as purchases based upon his con-

clusions and recommendations in the premises, and he

testified that he used the sum total of all of his training

and experience, both academic and practical, in arriving

at his conclusion of value.

The member who heard the testimony of the witness

Johnson reached a conclusion at variance with the opinion

of the majority of the Board. See dissenting opinion.

[R. 47.]

The cross-examination of the witness Johnson did not

disturb either his qualifications or estimate of value nor

demonstrate that there entered into his opinion erroneous

facts or conclusions.

It is respectfully submitted that the Board erred in its

conclusion with respect to the weight to be given to the

testimony of the witness Johnson and his opinion with

respect thereto is contrary to the evidence.
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The Witness W. W. Orcutt.

The witness Orcutt is a geologist of recognized stand-

ing who has been connected with the Union Oil Company
of California and has been so employed by them since

the year 1897. The witness is a graduate of Stanford

University where he majored in geology. [R. 131.] Dur-

ing the years 1910 and 1911 and prior thereto the witness

Orcutt gained famiharity with oil properties and pros-

pective oil properties in Southern California and was

familiar with the Belridge property during the year 1911

as well as properties adjacent thereto. The Union Oil

Company is a large and representative oil company oper-

ating in California and in the years 1910 and 1911 the

witness Orcutt advised the Union Oil Company with re-

spect to its purchases and sales of oil properties in Cali-

fornia. [R. 132.] The witness Orcutt inspected the

property of the Belridge Oil Company shortly before the

trial of the case for the purpose of verifying and refresh-

ing his memory with respect to the facts and conditions

known to him to have existed during the years 1910 and

1911, and particularly to verify the discoveries which Van

Slyke made during the year 1910. The witness Orcutt

gave as his estimate of value that the Belridge Oil prop-

erty on January 25, 1911, had an actual cash value of

$2,700,000.00, and testified that in 1911 he would have

recommended to his employer, the Union Oil Company,

that they pay the sum of $2,700,000.00 for the Belridge

Oil property. [R. 133.]

The member of the Board writing the opinion in this

case apparently discounts the testimony of the witness

Orcutt on two grounds—first, that his estimate was a

theoretical one, giving emphasis to his geological training,

and secondly, that he visited the property only a short time
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before the trial of the case. As in the discussion of the

testimony of the witness Johnson, it is Hkewise true in the

instance of the witness Orcutt that both conclusions of

the Board are in error. The witness Orcutt was shown

to have had practical and actual experience in the vicinity

of the Belridge property in the years 1910 and 1911; he

was shown to have been the responsible purchasing officer

for a large and representative oil company in California

in the years 1910 and 1911, and both prior and subsequent

thereto, and his opinion of the actual cash value of the

Belridge property was not based entirely upon his geologi-

cal training and experience, but based upon the practical

experience which he had had as one having to do practi-

cally and actually with the purchase and sale of prospective

oil properties during the years 1910 and 1911. [R. 134

and 135.]

The witness Orcutt did not go upon the Belridge prop-

erty a week or so before the trial of the case for the

purpose of then becoming for the first time familiar with

the condition of the property but inspected the property a

short time before the trial of the case in order to confirm

and refresh his memory with respect to conditions known

to him to have existed during the years 1910 and 1911.

The Board has misinterpreted the occasion for the

testimony with respect to the visit of both the witness

Johnson and Orcutt to this property a short time before

the trial. They went upon the property and inspected it

to refresh their memory and their knowledge with respect

to conditions that existed in 1910 and 1911. Had it been

shown that the discoveries of V^an Slyke were not actual
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but were only visionary and potential—the discoveries

which he reported to Green and Whittier and upon which

they acted, his discoveries might have been discounted as

being nothing more than a vision wath respect to possibili-

ties, but Johnson and Orcutt testified that it was now

possible to verify the discovery which Van Slyke made.

They both testified that any practical oil man would have

been justified in concluding as did Green and Whittier

with respect to the discoveries which Van Slyke made.

There was further introduced Exhibit 5 which shows
the dates upon which the oil wells were drilled on the

Belridge property and the testimony shows [R. 112] that

the first oil well was drilled where Van Slyke had made
his discoveries.

It is not shov/n that in any respect the testimony of the

witnesses Johnson or Orcutt should be discredited. The
Board does not attack their qualifications and they are

not shown to have had any interest in the outcome of this

proceeding and in fact, the witness Orcutt was in 1911

and is now identified with a competitor of the petitioner

corporation.

The testimony of the three experts was consistent, rea-

sonable and stands uncontradicted. Their conclusions

were not attacked nor shown to be in error on cross-

examination and the Board member who heard their testi-

mony stated that their sincerity, candor and intelligence

was unchallenged, and that he was persuaded and con-

vinced thereby. [R. 38.]

In conclusion, therefore, on this aspect of the case, it is

submitted that the Board erred when it disregarded the

substantial and uncontradicted evidence of the three ex-

perts here in question.
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(b) Testimony of the Three Experts Is Supported
BY Other Evidence.

Petitioner did not offer alone the expert testimony of the

witnesses Green, Johnson and Orcutt, but in addition

thereto submitted other evidence which it is contended

corroborates and supports the expert testimony thus given.

It is not challenged that the Belridge property was an

immensely valuable property, neither is it challenged that

oil was discovered exactly in the place where Van Slyke

had made his discovery. Neither is it challenged that

Green and Whittier and the others instrumental in the

organization of the corporation acted wisely with respect

to the acquisition of the option. [R. 112—Exhibit 5,

and R. 122.]

Representative sales and purchases if they be within

the territory involved, often prove helpful and are com-

l^etent to test the accuracy of the testimony of experts.

The petitioner in an effort to supply collateral and cor-

roborative evidence of value introduced a purchase made by

the Associated Oil Company in the year 1911 of property

in the immediate vicinity and comparable, though not as

valuable, as the Belridge property. This was a purchase

of 23,962 acres of land for a cost price of approximately

$1,600,000.00. Certainly such a purchase has to be rep-

resentative in character. The Associated Oil Company,

Exhibit 2, purchased property very near the Belridge

property in the year 1911 at a cost of $66^ per acre.

[R. 1Z, 75.] The record shows that the property pur-

chased by the Associated Oil Company was similar to the

Belridge or Hopkins property but was not as favorably

located with respect to producing fields or with respect
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to anticlines. It is shown that the property purchased

by the Associated Oil Company was valuable as prospec-

tive oil land and that prior to the purchase thereof in 1910

by the Associated Oil Company, oil had not been discov-

ered on the property. [R. 115—Exhibit 6, R. 172, 129

and 130.] The witness Johnson gives as his conclusion

that the Associated Oil property was not as valuable pros-

pective oil property as was the Belridge Oil property and

states his reasons in the following language:

"By maps which I use I am able to locate the prop-

erty which the Associated Oil Company purchased in

1910 and referred to in Exhibit 2 in evidence in this

case. The property which the Associated Oil Com-
pany purchased, as before mentioned, was not in as

good prospective oil territory as the Belridge oil

property.

A. From what I know of the position of that

property as you have described it, I would say it was

not in as good territory, and I can give my reasons

for that, very briefly.

Q. Do so, please.

A. In my investigation of the general region

in December of 1908, in the preparation of Bulletin

No. 416, Mr. Arnold and I found that the evidences

of oil in the croppings in the foothills of the district

to the southwest of the Lost Hills—and when I say

'foothills' I mean the foothills of the Temblar—the

evidences of oil were less specific, less definite, that

is the oil sands and croppings were less heavily im-

pregnated with oil, that is the oil shales in which they

originated, were less heavily impregnated with oil

than some of the rocks in the region lying further to

the southeast, especially in the region around Gould

Hills, which represents the nearest foothill territory
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to the Belridge property. In this Gould Hills area

there are very extensive showings of oil sands and oil

shales which were part of the basis that I used in de-

termination of value and that is the reason why I con-

sidered the property purchased by the Associated Oil

Company, lying- generally to the northwest of the

Hopkins property as less valuable for oil than the

lands which the Belridge Company acquired." [R.

129, 130.]

The dissenting opinion filed in this case [R. 45], con-

cludes that the property of the Belridge Oil Company was

more valuable than the property which was purchased by

the x\ssociated Oil Company and gives most cogent and

satisfactory reasons therefor.

The evidence further shows that shortly after the peti-

tioner corporation was organized and before oil was dis-

covered upon the Hopkins or Belridge property, that one

of the stockholders, Michael J. Connell, refused a cash

oifer from Whittier in the amount of $500,000.00 for his

stock in the corporation. While it is true that the sale

was not consummated, nevertheless it shows the value

attaching to the stock before there was discovery of oil on

the property. The offer is testified to by both Connell

and Green. Connell owned one-fifth of the stock of the

corporation and his holdings, therefore, represented a

minority interest. The Board discounts this testimony

with the conclusion that the transaction did not sufficiently

crystallize to be regarded as more than a trifling indica-

tion of value. We admit that standing alone this offer

would not be conclusive proof of value but it was intro-

duced in evidence and made a part of the record as one

of the further corroborating bits of evidence to show that
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the value testified to by the witnesses, Green, Johnson and

Orcutt was reasonable in all respects.

The evidence also shows and the Board has found that

W. J. Hole found it necessary to pay $125,000.00 in cash

to a cousin of Mrs. Hopkins to secure his good offices in

obtaining the option and that he paid $35,000 in cash to an

agent of Mrs. Hopkins to assure his good offices to the end

that the option might be obtained and that he agreed to

give to one Hill, the agent of Mrs. Hopkins, one-fourth of

the stock which he, Hole, would receive when the corpora-

tion was organized. It is certainly not reasonable to pre-

sume or conclude that a business man would have paid the

sum of $160,000.00 in cash and agreed to part with one-

fourth of his stock to obtain an option which was worth

only $25,000. This large expenditure by Hole is but an-

other corroborating circumstance and fact which lends

support to the value of the option given by the expert

witnesses.

It is respectfully submitted that the additional proof of

value herein recounted when combined with the uncon-

tradicted testimony of three quahfied experts was certainly

substantial evidence which the Board should not have dis-

regarded and the disregard of the same by the Board con-

stitutes error.

(c) The Value of the Option Was Determinable

BY THE Evidence.

The Board suggests that the witnesses testified as to the

value of the land but did not testify as to the value of the

option. [R. 33. 1 The testimony in the case is replete

with the fact that it was the common custom in purchasing

oil lands in Southern California during the year 1911 to
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acquire them by option. It would seem almost elemental

that an option to purchase property would be worth the

difference between the price called for in the option and

the actual cash value of the property upon which the

option is held. If an individual has an option to purchase

a dollar by the payment of fifty cents and the question at

issue is what is the option worth, and the evidence shows

that the dollar is w^orth one hundred cents, it would seem

elemental that the option has a value inuring in it of the

difference between the amount to be paid under the option

and the actual cash value of the article covered by the

option. This method of computing the value of an option

has frequently been used by the Board of Tax Appeals in

determining the value of an option. See Decision of Karl

Van Platen v. Commissioner, 10 B. T. A. 250; Robert

Brunton Studios Inc. v. Commissioner, 15 B. T.A. 727;

Belmont Shore Company v. Commissioner, 21 B. T. A.

714; Realty Sales Company v. Commissioner, 10 B. T. A.

1217, and United Studios Inc. v. Commissioner, 15 B. T.A.

72>7.

In the case of the Belmont Shore Company v. Commis-

sioner, supra, the (|uestion at issue was the value of an

option for which capital stock was issued. The option

related to certain land located in the vicinity of Long

Beach, California. The option when acquired had cost

nothing of value but was assigned to the corporation for

a consideration of $60,000.00. The Board found that the

stock for which the option was issued had a value of

$60,000.00 and of course found that the option itself had

a value of $60,000.00. The facts upon which the value

of the option in the case at bar could be determined were

in evidence and it was not necessary or indeed proper for

the witnesses to make mathematical calculations while
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on the witness stand. The evidence shows that the wit-

nesses were famihar with options and that it was the

practice to take options on prospective oil properties. [R.

101.] It was shown that the option in question which is

in dispute was an unusually favorable option. [R. 85.]

It is submitted that the value of the option is established

by the evidence which shows the actual cash value of the

property and the price at which the property could be

purchased under the terms of the option. For the Board

to disregard the evidence upon such grounds, if it did so,

would be error and would be the injection of a harsh

rule beyond the power of the Board. See Chicago Rail-

way Equipment Company v. Blair (C. C. A. 7), 20 Fed.

(2d) 10.

The question of the determination of the value of an

asset for invested capital purposes is one which has

occurred before the Board with frequency and has also

been the subject of decisions of several of the Circuit

Courts of Appeals with respect to the decisions of the

Board.

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in

the case of the Sioux City Stock Yards Company v. Com-

missioner, 59 Fed. (2d) 944, had before it the valuation

of certain contract rights for the purpose of determining

the invested capital of the corporation for the years 1918,

1919 and 1920. The Board denied the value as claimed

by the petitioner, but the Circuit Court in a well reasoned

opinion held that the contract should be included in in-

vested capital as contended for by the corporation.

The United States District Court for the Northern

District of Ohio in Service Recorder Company r. Rout-

calm, 24 Fed. (2d) 875, had before it a decision of the
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Board of Tax Appeals with respect to the years 1919

and 1920, wherein the Board had sustained the Commis-

sioner of Internal Revenue and refused to permit the

corporation to include in its invested capital the cash value

of certain patent licenses for which stock was issued.

Here again the District Court reversed the decision of

the Board and held that the value as contended for had

been proven, stating among- other things the following

:

"The value of a thing is not always and solely to

be determined by precise mathematical computation

based upon cash exchanged therefore: and values are

sometimes enhanced by faith in the ultimate future

of the thing for which those having such faith

are willing to hazard their time, money and effort.

This is more particularly true in the case of patent

licenses, although it may in many cases be applicable to

tangibles, such as real estate purchased in anticipa-

tion and expectation of development and improve-

ments. Within sound limits, the judgment and ex-

pectation of those assuming the risk are elements

entering into a determination of value."

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit

in the case of Rookzvood Pottery Company v. Conimis-

sioner, 45 Fed. (2d) 43, had before it for consideration

the determination of the invested capital of the corpora-

tion. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue had ex-

cluded from invested capital the sum of $16,000.00 rep-

resented by stock which had been issued for certain intan-

gibles. Here again the Circuit Court of Appeals reversed

the Board and found that the amount of capital stock

issued for the intangibles should have been included in the
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invested capital and that the intangibles were worth a cash

value, and stated among other things

:

"We see no reason why the taxpayer did not make

its case when it put in proofs clearly and distinctly

tending to show this value; and when the proofs so

introduced remained unchallenged by contrary proofs

or by destructive analysis, it was the duty of the com-

missioner to decide the issue in accordance with the

proof then appearing before him; and it was, we

think, the duty of the board to take the same view.

The Blackstonian 'certainty to a common intent'

ought to be sufficient."

See also the decision of the District Court of Massachu-

setts in Arizona Mining Company v. Casey, 32 Fed. (2d)

288, wherein the court allowed a paid in surplus for

invested capital purposes of $2,000,000.00.

We frequently find the Commissioner of Internal Rev-

enue taking the opposite position to that taken in the case

at bar and contending that the decision of the Board is at

variance with the substantial evidence if the decision be

adverse to him. A striking example is accorded in the

case of Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Swenson,

56 Fed (2d) 544, in which was involved the question of

the fair market value of stock received in exchange for

certain oil lands. The Board of Tax Appeals determined

that the stock did not have a fair market value and con-

sequently the taxpayer should not account for tax upon

the receipt of the stock until it was sold by him. The

Commissioner appealed the case to the Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Fifth Circuit which reversed the decision
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of the Board wherein the Commissioner successfully con-

tended that the Board had decided the case at variance

with the substantial evidence adduced. The opinion of

the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit is

particularly helpful in this case wnth respect to the dis-

cussion of prospective and speculative values and it in-

volved the valuation of oil lands. The court among- other

thing's stated as follows

:

"The value of property at a given time depends

upon the relative intensity of the social desire for it

at that time, expressed in the money it would bring

in the market. That value depends largely on expec-

tations as to what may be realized from the property

in the future. Ithaca Trust Co. v. United States,

279 XJ. S. 151, 49 S. Ct. 291, 73 L. Ed. 647. The

fact that those expectations are hig-hly speculative

may not keep them from being influential in bring-

ing about a willingness to expend money for the ac-

quisition of the property or an interest in it. Though
a venture is as speculative as a lottery, a chance or

interest in it may be readily saleable for a substantial

sum of money. The law does not forbid the recog-

nition of the proved exchangeable value of an asset

because of the speculative nature of it. Collin v.

Commissioner of Internal Revenue (C. C. A.), 32

Fed. (2d) 753. Furthermore, it did not appear from

the evidence that it was mere guesswork to attribute

a substantial money value to the shares of stock in

question at the time they were received in exchange

for an oil and gas lease. At and prior to the date of

that exchange, there were extensive explorations and

oil developments of nearby lands located on all sides

of the tracts covered by the leases held by the corpo-

ration. Under the conditions shown by the evidence
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to have existed at the time those shares were ac-

quired by the taxpayer, it was not to be assumed that

those operations had not resulted in the acquisition

of knowledge of facts furnishing a substantial basis

for a reasonable belief that oil in paying quantities

would be found in land included in those leases."

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit

in Planters Operating Company v. Commissioner^ 55 Fed.

(2d) 583, had before it for decision the value to be

assigned to a lease respecting certain hotel property lo-

cated in St. Louis, Missouri. Capital stock had been

issued for the lease in question. The Commissioner of

Internal Revenue had assigned no value for the lease in

question and the Board of Tax Appeals upheld the deter-

mination of the Commissioner. The court in reversing

the Board of Tax Appeals did so on the following

grounds

:

"On the hearing before the Board of Tax Ap-

peals, petitioner introduced the testimony of three

disinterested witnesses, experienced hotel managers,

all of whom testified that there was value in the lease

when it was acquired by petitioner in November,

1918, amounting to at least $200,000. They ex-

plained how they arrived at this conclusion. Their

reasons were couched, not, perhaps, in technical sci-

entific terms, but in the language of laymen. Their

testimony was uncontradicted.

"The Board of Tax Appeals gave no weight to

this testimony because it considered it was based

upon an erroneous understanding by the witnesses

of the real terms of the lease."
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(d) Presumption Established by Former Decision

OF THE Board in 11 B. T. A. 127 Is Overcome by

the Evidence in the Case at Bar.

The opinion of the Board member in the case at bar

seems to be influenced somewhat by a prior decision of

the Board reported at 11 B. T. A. 127. It is clear that

the prior decision of the Board is not res adjudicata with

respect to this proceeding and the Board member who

wrote the opinion admits the same. [R. 26.] See, also:

Union Metal Mamifactwiny Company v. Commissioner

4 B. T. A. 287.

There is of course a presumption that the former de-

cision of the Board was correct but as pointed out by

the member who prepared the dissenting opinion [R. 52],

the evidence adduced at the trial of the case at bar, bears

but small resemblance to the evidence adduced as a result

of which the Board rendered its decision in 11 B. T. A.

127. The evidence presented at the trial of the case at

bar is conclusive with respective to the deficiencies in proof

pointed out by the Board in the evidence when the case

was tried before it and as a result of which it prepared

its opinion in 11 B. T. A. 127. We submit that the dis-

senting opinion so sufficiently answers this contention that

it is not necessary to further dwell upon this point.

When the case was tried before the Board resulting

in the opinion reported in 11 B. T. A. 127, it was tried

at a time when, as one Circuit Court has expressed it,

a trial before the Board was merely a preliminary skir-

mish for the reason that if the taxpayer was dissatisfied
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with the decision of the Board it could pay the tax, file a

claim for refund, bring suit in the United States District

Court and try its case over again, and this, in fact, is the

exact situation in which the prior decision of the Board

now finds itself.

(e) It Is Reversible Error for the Board of Tax
Appeals to Arbitrarily Disregard Competent
AND Uncontradicted Evidence.

While it has been held that the question of the weight

to be given to the evidence in a particular case is for the

Board of Tax Appeals to decide and that the Board is not

bound by expert testimony where the Board itself has ex-

perience and knowledge or where there are other facts or

substantial evidence which support the judgment, it has

also been held by this court and by other Circuit Courts

of Appeals that the Board cannot arbitrarily disregard

uncontradicted evidence and testimony, and where such

testimony is arbitrarily disregarded the decision of the

Board must be reversed.

Citrus Soap Co. v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 9), 42

F. (2d) 372;

Royal Packing Co. v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 9),

22 F. (2d) 536;

Nachod & United States Signal Co. v. Helvcring

(C. C. A. 6), 74 F. (2d) 164;

Bryant v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 2), 76 F. (2d)

103;

Bonwit Teller & Co. v. Commissioner (C. C. A.

2), 53 F. (2d) 381;

Boggs & Buhl, Inc. v. Commissioner (C. C. A. 3),

34 F. (2d) 859;
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Pittshiirgh Hotels Co. v. Commissioner (C. C. A.

3), 43 F. (2d) 345;

Nichols v. Comunssioncr ( C. C. A. 3), 44 F. (2d)

157;

Chicago Rz^'x. Equip. Co. v. Blair (C. C. A. 7),

20 F. (2d) 10;

Planters Operating Co. v. Commissioner (C. C. A.

8), 55 F. (2d) 583;

Dempster Mill Mfg. Co. z\ Burnet (Ct. of App.,

D. C), 46 F. (2d) 604.

In Nachod & United States Signal Co. z'. Hehering,

supra ^ the court stated:

"While the Board as a general principle of law-

may reject expert testimony and reach a conclusion

in accordance with its own knowledge, experience,

and judgment, it must itself have knowledge of the

subject-matter and experience with it. Pittsburgh

Hotels Co. V. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 43

F. (2d) 345 (C. C. A. 3). It cannot arbitrarily

disregard all affirmative and positive testimony ap-

plicable to value in a particular case. Xor can it rely

wholly upon the presumption of correctness that at-

taches to the findings of the Commissioner."

In the Citrus Soap Co. z'. Commissioner, supra, this

Honorable Court reversed the Board for failure to give

proper consideration to the evidence. A witness who was

a director, secretary and treasurer of a predecessor cor-

poration testified that the good will acquired by the peti-

tioner from the predecessor company had a value of ap-

proximately $50,000.00. The Board, however, disre-

garded this evidence and ruled that the good will had no
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value. This court, in reversing the Board, and in refer-

ence to the testimony of the witness above mentioned,

stated

:

"The foregoing testimony was competent and from

a competent source. It was not contradicted by any

other testimony. It was not unreasonable or improb-

able in itself, and, in our opinion, it tended to prove

as a matter of law that the good will acquired by

the petitioner from its predecessor in interest had a

substantial value. What that value was, or the mode

or formula by which it should be ascertained, is

primarily for the determination of the Board of Tax
Appeals."

In Nichols V. Commissioner, supra, the court summar-

ized the testimony and stated:

"This testimony overcame the presumption arising

from the determination of the Commissioner. The

burden then shifted to the Commissioner to support

his determination by evidence, and this he did not do

nor attempt to do, and accordingly his determination

cannot stand. United States v. Rindskopf, 105 U. S.

418, 26 L. Ed. 1131; Thompson Pottery v. Routzahn

(D. C), 25 R (2d) 897; Flannery v. Willcuts

(C. C. A.), 25 F. (2d) 951; Briggs Manufacturing

Co. V. United States (D. C), 30 F. (2d) 962.

"The Board of Tax Appeals disregarded all the

positive and affirmative evidence in the case. Its own
findings are not predicated upon any substantial evi-

dence, and therefore its redetermination is set aside,

the determination of the Commissioner reversed, and.

the income tax returns of the petitioner approved."

In Dempster Mill Mfg. Co. v. Burnet, supra, the Board

disregarded the testimony of an expert witness on the

ground that he was an interested witness. Upon reversing
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the Board the court stated: "We think it was error to

disregard the testimony of this witness inasmuch as it

stands uncontradicted."

The instant case comes directly within the rule of the

above cited cases, and the Board's disregard of the tes-

timony of the witnesses and the other evidence offered

by petitioner is purely arbitrary. The evidence and the

testimony introduced by petitioner stands uncontradicted

and unimpeaclied ; it is reasonable and consistent ; the

Board by its own statement did not rely upon its own

knowledge and experience [R. case No. 7103, p. 37] : and

as pointed out in Part II of this brief, there is no sub-

stantial evidence to support the finding made by the Board.

In addition to the foregoing, in the instant case, there

were three witnesses, while in the Citrus Soap Co. v.

Commissioner, supra, and the Dempster Mill Mfg. Co. v.

Burnet, supra, there was only one. Furthermore in the

instant case the Board member who conducted the hear-

ing was highly impressed with the candor, earnestness,

sincerity and intelligence with which the witnesses tes-

tified. |R. case No. 7103, p. 38.] This fact alone should

be sufficient to make the disregarding of the testimony

by the member of the Board reversible error. {Jezcett &•

Co. V. Commissioner ( C. C. A. 2), 61 F. (2d) 471.)

It is submitted that in disregarding the evidence and

testimony oft'ered by petitioner in support of the value

contended for by it, the Board acted arbitrarily and un-

reasonably, and further that the evidence in this case so

conclusively establishes that the value of the option on

January 25, 1911 was at least $1,000,000 that no lesser

value can be given to the option without arbitrarily dis-

regarding the evidence.
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Conclusion.

In conclusion, petitioner submits that the findings of the

Board of Tax Appeals are not in accordance with, and

are in fact contrary to the mandate of this court, and are

not supported by any substantial evidence; that the evi-

dence of record so conclusively establishes the value of the

option on January 25, 1911 to be $1,000,000 that no other

conclusion can be sustained.

Wherefore, it is respectfully submitted that the decision

of the Board should be reversed and that such other and

further relief be granted as this Court deems proper.

Respectfully submitted,

Claude I. Parker,

John B. Milliken,

Bayley Kohlmeier,

Attorneys for Petitioner,

808 Bank of America Building,

Los Angeles, California.
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Llewellyn A. Luce,

937 Munsey Building,

Washington, D. C.


